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School Is Out! Surfing is IN !!

Fathers and sons in the surf
on a hot summer day when
school is out makes a perfect
Molokai family outing. Even if
it is a learning session for the
keiki, the rewards are just for the
joy of it: soul surfer.
Kaua Kalili, with some helpful push offs from his dad
Kevin, learned to ride lying
down, then began to stand up
after a few rides durng this first
surf session with his dad at
Waialua Beach the day after
school let out.
Paddle surf, body surf, wind surf,
kite surf, stand up paddle surf, canoe
surf, kayak surfers: Lets go Surfing!

May 21, 2011 End of the World?
Some mainland believers predicted May 21 was the END of the World?
Thanks goodness it wasn’t THE END! But there are some very very interesting aspects to the calendar number this year, unusual dates.
Starting New Year with 1/1/11, followed by 1/11/11. Then nothing unusual
until near end of the year on 11/1/11, and again on 11/11/11. Lots of #1, yea!
BUT, that's not all...Your birthdate may play a very interesting effect, too.
Take the last two digits of the year in which you were born: 1944. Then add
the age you will be this year: I am 67 years old. 44+67= 111 Yikes! And
it looks like everybody’s birth day and age this year add up to same 111?
Obama: born Kenya, 1961. Will be 50 yrs old in August: 61+50= 111 !!?
Try this simple math on yourself!
The results will be 111 for everyone in whole world.
How weird is that? Is it the end of the world?
===================================================
The Waialua fire hydrant turned into a gusher when Dave Dillberg ran over it
with his truck and got stuck on top. He moved off ok later with a clean bottom.

Fishing for Green Sea Turtle? June 16 Meeting
Do Molokai fishermen think its time to allow killing of Green Sea Turtle?
The Fishers Forum meeting will consider the future of Honu aka Green Sea
Turtle management and hear testimony from local fishermen June 16 at the Elks
Club on Kalaukaua Ave in Waikiki starting at 6 pm.
Scientists say the Hawaiian green sea turble is well on the way to recovery at
the rate of about 5.7% annually, and some Honu food forage areas are approaching full capacity and depletion seems likely. They say now is the time to begin
discussing options for managing honu, including hunting.
The Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management Council is open to testimony in person, by letter, and by fax and email. Fax 808-522-8226, or email testimony to info.wpcouncil@noaa.gov before June 13. After that, you must submit
40 copies of each testimony.
More information ph. 808-522-8220, or log on to wpcouncil.org/meetings.
photo below by George Peabody of a large female Honu [est. 200 lbs] digging deep into the sand to lay her eggs. The failure rate of turtle eggs is high, and
they lay only about every 3 years, after seeking out the same beach area of their
birth. But there is very little consistent and reliable data available on the current
state of Honu population on Molokai.
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All the gold in Fort Knox ?

Good News: Choose Your Job !
If you were dead tomorrow, what would you want your working life history to say about you? Now, make that reflection into reality from now on!
Are you eager to get to work? Willing to stay late? Are you making a difference that others notice? Using your talents and passion? Do you feel really good about your performance and skills?
If you are not experiencing all this at your job, then the author says its time
to reconsider the choices you are making in life.
This book provides you with a winning strategy to align your purpose, talents, preferences and goals in life with what you do for a living—Proven, concrete ways to gain new employment withing 90 days— with 10 secrets they
never taught you in college or HS. Easy to read format and practical and reality based effective blueprint for making your life the personal success and satisfaction you really can have when you get the right job in 90 days or less!
Amazon.com book sales. author: Joe Carroll joekane@aol.com

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !
Enforce the Bill of Rights!
You Can Protect Freedom: Question Authority!
"Where Rights secured by the Constitution are involved, there
can be no rule making or legislation which would abrogate
Miranda v Arizona, (1966)
them."

Tree Trimming-recyclechips eastend
call 558 8253 for appointment/ estimate.

Some members of Congress
recently suggested that the United
States consider selling its gold as a
way of addressing the deficit. That got
us thinking - just how much gold do
we have, and would selling it solve our
fiscal problems?
According to the World Gold
Council, the United States has 8,133.5
tonnes (metric tons) of gold, approximately 4,600 metric tons of which are
held at Fort Knox. The World Gold
Council also lists the total amount of
gold ever mined from the earth at
around 165,000 tonnes.
The
Congressional
Budget
Office's bi-annual report projects a
deficit of $1.5 trillion for fiscal year
2011. The national debt currently
stands at around $14.3 trillion.
Currently, gold is valued at around
$1,500 per ounce.
Using all of these figures, we
found that if the US sold all of its gold
reserves, the Treasury could only cover
29% of this year's deficit. In fact, if the
US was able to sell all of the gold ever
mined from the earth, it would net $8.7
trillion, or just 60% of U.S. debt!
Look at the debt from a time perspective. One million seconds will
pass in the next 12 days. One billion
seconds will take 32 years. One trillion
seconds will pass in 31,688 years.
Debt X time: $14.3 trillion x
31,688 years = 453,138 years.
If you still think we can let Obama
keep spending, check out this video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=GNFb6qe7Tmg&NR=1
Or try this one:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=LFRxiX0pQl4&feature=related.
Only a corrupt government with a
monopoly on armed force against The
People can take perfectly good paper,
cover it with perfectly good ink, and
make the combination worthless.
When you see the alarming ploys and
backdoor deals that have taken place
between Washington, DC [Obama,
Clinton, Bush, Congress, et al], the
Federal Reserve, and the Big Banks,
you'll understand how America has
finally reached a possible economic
"point of no return." There is no subtler, no surer means of overturning the
existing fundamental freedom and lib-

erty basis of society than to debauch
the currency. The Fate of a Country Is
Inseparable From the Fate of Its
Currency. There is little doubt that
Obama's massive deficit spending will
doom the dollar and our economy.
John Adams "There are two ways
to conquer and enslave a nation. One is
by sword, the other is by debt."
http://www.defeatthedebt.com/

How to combat the
enemy from within?
American voters have the power
to purge all Anti-American leadership.
Your vote should be used wisely.
Anti-American leadership like Obama
can be defined as pro communist,
Marxist or socialist. Review their voting records. If they have voted for
Policies that give away American
Sovereignty, hinder our economy or
redistribute the wealth, they are by definition Anti-American.
We the people must replace them
with a Pro-American leadership. It
really is a simple common sense
approach. For the next 20 Years. If We
the people stand strong and fight for
America at each and every election.
America will be restored and not
“Obama transformed”.
This is our duty. For our children
and grandchildren.
Let us therefore brace ourselves to
our duties, and so bear ourselves that
if the United States of America last for
a thousand years, men will still say,
this was their finest hour. See you at
the polls, 2012 Operation Restoration.

It really leaves me
wondering when
people are going to
wake up and say to
themselves,

“Enough is
enough!”
Dump Obama
Prosecute the Traitors !
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Molokai's Forum For Freedom
Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

"We have staked the whole of all our political institutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-government, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern
ourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves
according to the Ten Commandments of God."—

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

Restore our Republic, Freedom, Liberty!
Our country is edging closer to the oppression and enslavement against
which our Founding Fathers shed their blood in the Revolution against King of
England, then created the Constitution for the United States the Supreme Law of
the Land to ensure the blessings of liberty and freedoms and government in
republican form [self government] for all Americans reigns in perpetuity. This
video paints a clear picture for all Americans.....ok, lets roll!

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)

The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.

S
A
F
E
T
Y
!

Private
Lessons;
Livefire
Practice

Call

558-8253

Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
Join the club! N.R.A.
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Obama’s New BC Is A
Computer-generated FRAUD.

The Book that forced Obama’s BC-Out!
Jerome Corsi’s expose prompted Obama to release another fake “birth certificate” to try to stop accusations that he is not a qualified Natural Born American
Citizen as required by the Constitution to hold the Office of POTUS. This book
proves Obama is NOT eligible to be sitting in the White House. He's not qualified. He doesn't meet the test. And Obama himself has provided all the proof we
need to draw that conclusion. Order book toll free: 1-800-496-3266

Obama Birth Certificate FRAUD
by Hawaii DOH Complaint filed with FBI
The image released by Obama purporting to be a copy of his original long
form Birth Certificate from the Hawaii DOH has been challenged by a number of
experts in the field and declared a FRAUD, again, and the original, of course, has
yet to be seen by investigators, much less analyzed.
"If you are going to be the president of the United States you have to be born
in the United States – and there is doubt about Obama. If he wasn't born in this
country, it's one of the most horrific fraud scams against We The People. Obama
said on video that people who refuse to tell the truth are people with something to
hide. So, why doesn't Obama release the records that show the truth about his
birth and his citizenship and his adoption, educational financing, travel to
Pakistan, Social Security number, and be TRANSPARENT and honest?
Obama needs to publicly say that the document in the Hawaii DOH vault, the
original long-form birth certificate, needs to be exposed and examined independently, show the doctor's records, the Kapiolani Hospital records of Ann Dunham
to corroborate she was in that hospital, etc.
However, Obama’s new BC proves Obama's ineligibility. Barack Obama Sr.
is listed as the father, but he never was a U.S. citizen. And, the Founding Fathers
who wrote the requirement for presidents to be a "natural born citizen" disqualified dual citizens at birth, such as Obama.
Obama Jr., now usurping the Office of President, even seems to hold that
position, suggesting in a resolution he co-sponsored to address Sen. John
McCain's status as a "natural born Citizen" that the status requires "American citizen" parents, i.e., both parents must be American Citizens.
Okay, if Obama released the original birth certificate, then he should have no
problem asking the Hawaiian government to open up their vault and allow investigators to inspect the original, right? Why would he object now? That is the
checkmate move. "Okay, Mr. President, you claim that what you released was the
original birth certificate, however, there appears to be anomalies in it that evidence criminal fraud. Now, since you say that this is the original, surely you
would not mind allowing the release of your real birth real birth certificate, right?"
If he says, "no", then you know it wasn't the original. Game over. Obama goes to
prison!
Also, it is shocking and incredible that no doctor, nurse or other person in
Hawaii where Obama claims he was born, no one has come forward to recall the
birth of such a now famous person. How strange is that?
There's something fishy about the whole thing of Obama's background, birth
story and constant refusal to release a wide range of documents that would reveal
information about his heritage and upbringing, information that public servants
normally make public, especially elected officials. There is certainly a chance
that he was not born in this country. Now if he was not born in this country, that
means he can't be president. It's very simple.

That opinion has been repeated many times, and WND has reported on a few
of the objections that have been raised by various experts:
Ivan Zatkovich, of Tampa-based eComp Consultants, analyzed the various
layers in the PDF file released by the White House, and concluded: "The content
clearly indicates that the document was knowingly and explicitly edited and modified before it was placed on the web."
"It is possible to take a single layer PDF and inadvertently create multiple
layers, without changing the image in any fashion. But that does not appear to be
the case here. The multiple layers in the PDF document are a result of changes
made to the image," his report said.
Among the various items that were separated into different layers include the
main text, the mother's occupation, the dates accepted for DOH recording, the
stamp and signature of the state registrar and the time stamp of the state registrar.
Furthermore, the presence of "kerning" in the text confirms manipulation.
The type on the birth document show evidence of "kerning," the squeezing of letters into a line so that they intrude into adjacent letter spaces. Kerning is routine
since the advent of word processors and computers, but impossible with a typewriter in 1961. This document has been assembled by somebody on a computer.
Perhaps most significant unresolved issues that point to conspiracy and fraud
is that two weeks before Obama finally released his "long-form birth certificate,"
Hawaii's former Health Department chief Chiyome Fukino – the one official who
claimed to have examined Obama's original birth document – was interviewed by
NBC News' national investigative correspondent Michael Isikoff, who reported
that Fukino told him she had seen the original birth certificate and that it was "half
typed and half handwritten."
However, the document released by the White House was entirely typed.
Only the signatures and two dates at the very bottom were "handwritten." What
Fukino described is apparently a different document from what Obama released
to the public.
Among other questions that remain about the document:
The objectivity of "experts" cited by the mainstream media to verify the birth
certificate is suspect, including that of Fox News Channel's Jean-Claude
Tremblay, who assured America they "should not be suspicious" of the document,
but who is also an unabashed Obama supporter.
Obama's posted birth certificate contains the same anomalies as a well-known
forgery reportedly created by employees of the Hawaii DOH that claimed he was
born in Kenya, suggesting the anomalous markings came from the same source.
How could Obama's 'real' birth certificate share these unique characteristics with
an obvious forgery? Joe Farah of WND commented: "For the life of me, I can't
figure out an answer other than they were created by the same person or persons."
The birth certificate's reported delivering physician, Dr. David Sinclair, differs from previously published reportsand even the myth-busting Snopes.com's
original entry, which named Dr. Rodney T. West as the doctor of record.
Obama's purported birth certificate contains over a dozen differences in type
styles and formatting from the verified, Hawaii copy of the birth certificate issued
to the Nordyke twins, born the next day at the same reported hospital.
And, the local registrar listed in the Nordyke twins' birth certificate is different than the local registrar on the Obama birth certificate.
Though Obama was born before the Nordyke twins, and though his birth was
filed with the registrar three days before the twins' birth, Obama's purported birth
certificate has a higher registration number. Obviously the forgers of Obama’s
BC conspiring with Hawaii DOH and governor Neil Aberblabbercommie picked
the wrong number to assign, maybe it belongs to a dead infant from Wahiawa?
Remember, Obama’s grandmother says she witnessed his birth in Kenya!
The age of Obama's father, as listed on the document, conflicts with previously discovered documents about Barack Obama Sr., so even that info is suspected in this obvious fraud Obama says is his Hawaii birth certificate.

There's only one way we're going to get the truth – a forensic document examiner is going to have to go look at the certificate and authenticate it. The real one – not a printout.

Hot Water
Heater
Instantaneous
Tankless
DEPENDABLE
SIMPLICITY
starting at only $575

ENERGY EFFICIENT

$300 Tax Credit 2011-2012
Simple to light pilot, and VERY energy efficient
Simple to install new, or to replace your old gas water heater!
NEW AND USED!
SAVE BIG on your electric bill!

Call George Peabody: 558-8253
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War on Drugs is big FAILURE !
Global Commission says STOP DrugWar !
The Global Commission on Drug Policy report calls for an end
to criminalization of drug users, and to legalize some drugs.
The panel includes former UN Secretary General Kofi Annan, the former
leaders of Mexico, Colombia and Brazil, and the entrepreneur Sir Richard
Branson. The White House rejected the findings, saying the report was misguided. As well as Mexico's former President Ernesto Zedillo, ex-Brazilian
President Fernando Henrique Cardoso and former Colombian President Cesar
Gaviria, the 19-member commission includes the former US Federal Reserve
chairman Paul Volcker and the current Prime Minister of Greece George
Papandreou. The panel also features prominent Latin American writers Carlos
Fuentes and Mario Vargas Llosa, the E Union former foreign policy chief Javier
Solana, and George Schultz, a former US secretary of state.
40-years of non-Constitutional police tyranny has been admitted, finally.
Every informed patriotic and sovereign United States Citizen agrees with the
Founding Fathers that the GOVERNMENT THAT IS DEFINED BY OUR
CONSTITUTION FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA THE
SUPREME LAW OF THE LAND was established to secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and to our posterity, and there is no drug prohibition listed in
the enumerated powers given to government agents to use against us.
Furthermore, We The People did NOT surrender any of our God-given
inalienable rights and/or our DUTY to ENFORCE the limitations on the authority and powers WE THE PEOPLE Sovereign United States Citizen Nationals
granted to the government agents we pay to ASSIST us in daily vigilance to
identify and eliminate any foreign or domestic threats [TSA, DEA, IRS, FEMA,
OBAMA Regime, BUSH, CLINTON, Israel, NeoCon Zionists, LEO's, prosecutors, etc.] to our right to the blessings of liberty for ourselves and our posterity.
The Constitutional purpose for the Right to Keep and Bear Arms is to
secure and enforce our Freedoms and Liberty from enemies of the Constitution
for the United States of America the Supreme Law of the Land, and for self
defense against more common criminals. Because crooked treasonous government agents continue to violate the Constitution and excusing their actions with
War on Terror and War on Drugs and Obama perpetuates and escalates it, all the
Militia of America may soon have to forcefully end the REGIME.
How many more Americans must die first in the War on Drugs?

NO DRUGS IN HOME OF MARINE
Murdered BY SWAT cops
No drugs were found in the home
of former U.S. Marine Jose Guerena
[26], of Tucson who was shot 61 times
and killed May 5 by a Pima County
Sheriff's Office SWAT team as they
broke into his home to serve a search
warrant related to a drug investigation.
Guerena had no criminal record.
What happened to “ innocent until
proven guilty?”
Police said items seized at
Guerena's house included a pistol,
paperwork, tax returns, insurance
papers, bank statements, and a bank
card. They also found body armor in a
hallway closet and US Border Patrol
hat in the garage. [Owning weapons,
body armor, and Border Patrol hats is
not illegal.
Guerena's wife, Vanessa, and their four-year-old son were in the home when
it was raided. She had been a victim of home invasion twice recently by common criminals and reacted in fear when she saw masked armed men moving
around her house. She woke up her husband, who was sleeping after working
all night at his job. She and the child hid in a closet while Guerena took out his
AR-15 rifle and went to confront the intruders.
Police originally said Guerena fired at officers before they returned fire
shooting him 61 times. SWAT cops lied. It was later revealed that the safety on
Guerena's gun was secured and his gun was not fired. Guerena was summarily
executed, murdered in his own home by criminals with badges who are supposed to ensure his rights to Life, Liberty and Pursuit of Happiness.
Guerena's wife called 911 as soon as he was shot and EMTs arrived two
minutes later, but cops never allowed EMTs to treat Guerena, citing “security
concerns” related to drug investigation and firearms. Cops wanted him dead!
Guerena's wife, Vanessa, explained that her husband had worked the night
shift at his job at a mine and been asleep only a couple of hours when the
raiders arrived. When she saw armed men in her house pointing guns at her, she
said, "Please don't shoot, I have a baby... and I yell 'Jose! Jose! Wake up!'"
The SWAT team didn't identify itself before breaking in her door and entering her home, Guerena said, and cops only yelled SWAT after the shootout.
Her husband grabbed a gun to protect himself from what he thought were
home invaders, she said. Cops saw him with a gun, summarily murdered him.
Seeing an American with a gun should NOT cause cops to shoot someone
in their own home, or any place, if there is no clear present danger or threat.
Was Guerena supposed to do nothing if cops yelled SWAT before the
shootout? If so, this means that bandits can yell swat and the homeowner is not

to do anything to protect his family. Cops are dead wrong here, again, in the
name of the War on Drugs. And they will claim immunity and get off?
71 shots by cops and Guerena's safety on his gun wasn't even off? I too
agree that these murderers will get off scott free. It makes me sick. We have
serial criminals in our Congress and the cops are out here killing citizens over
pot? When will the true thugs (politicians) and murderers (cops) start getting
held accountable? Do we live in some third world dictatorship, where they can
come into your homes without knocking and shoot you or your family or your
pets dead and there isn't anything you can do?
Don’t worry about foreign terrorists! What Americans need to be concerned about is being raided and murdered by local law enforcement. The picture that accompanies this story looks like a picture of soldiers from Vietnam.
When you militarize law enforcement and send them out to serve questionable
warrants, this is the end result. Hopefully these crooked cops will see their unit
abolished just as Atlanta saw their Red Dog unit get crushed for similar atrocities. What did Obama say about ending the drug war ? Obama gotta go!

THIS WEEK'S CORRUPT COPS STORIES
Hawaii: Maui officer pleads guilty to theft, sex assault while on duty.
Kristopher Galon admitted in court to stealing over $1,500 from a driver
during a traffic stop. The 37 year old also sexually assaulted a woman who had
been jailed after another officer arrested and robbed her. He faces up to a year
in prison and a $100,000 fine.
Narco Cops at a narc convention in Massachusetts, attending the New
England Narcotics Officers Association is are accused by a good Smaritan of
twice attacking him at a bar after he tried to non-violently intervene on behalf of
a woman being harassed by one of them. The narcs were in town for a convention. Duane Alves, better known as DJ Alvzie filed a report with Barnstable
Police after the incident in which he said one of the cops dumped a drink on his
head, then punched him. That cop’s comrades joined in the beating. Alves also
said that the men then blocked the exits from the bar and attacked him again
when he tried to leave. The second attack resulted in serious injuries, including
broken bones around his right eye and a damaged nasal cavity. Alves managed
to grab a cell phone one of his attackers dropped, and turned it over to
Barnstable Police who confirmed it belonged to someone who attended the narcfest, but would not identify the owner. SMELL the COVERUP?
In Louisiana, a former sheriff's deputy pleaded guilty May 24 to a whopping 438 malfeasance and drug charges for using seized drugs to feed his own
habits. Louis Lambert, 48, had been the evidence room technician for seven
years when deputies discovered missing drug case evidence in April 2010.
Lambert was arrested in June 2010 and fired and indicted in October. He copped
to 336 counts of malfeasance for evidence tampering, 35 counts of pot possession, 24 counts of cocaine possession, 11 counts of prescription drug possession,
one count of Oxycodone possession, one count of steroid possession, once count
of Alprazolam possession,10 counts of drug paraphernalia possession, 14 counts
of possessing a firearm while in possession of illegal drugs, four counts of
firearms theft and one count of theft under $300. Charges against about 20 drug
suspects had to be dropped because of the missing evidence. He faces up to
1400 years in prison when sentenced July 6. Stinking crooked cops!

Hawaii on the March
STOP THE DRUG WAR RALLY
FRIDAY, JUNE 17, 2011
CAPITOL ROTUNDA 4 p.m. – 6 p.m.
It is worth 2 hours of your time to question the government about the HUNDREDS OF BILLIONS OF OUR TAX DOLLARS going to fund the War on
Drugs! Exercise your 1st Amendment Rights to End the War on Drugs !
War on Drugs started by Nixon, 40 years ago 14 Jul 1969 in a message to
Congress. It became the War on Drugs in Jun 1971. Hundreds of billions of dollars and 40 years later, drug consumption and profits are booming. In these desperate economic times in the United States, Washington should see better use
for the billions of dollars spent on the drug war and argue that it is not working.
War on Drugs and DARE and SWAT costs Americans innocent lives and
$200 billion a year, according to the National Institute on Drug Abuse. Include
alcohol and tobacco-related costs along with health care, criminal justice and
lost productivity and the figure exceeds $500billion annually.
Hawaii politicians have been a willing partner in the drug war and our jails
and prisons, filled with nonviolent drug lawbreakers, are testament to that sad
fact. War on Drugs & DARE more harm than drugs Where’s our freedom?
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Obituary
Philip Benedito aka Philip Fujita
Benedito, born January 18, 1930 was
81, of Kaunakakai, a retired National
Security Techonologies maintenance
technician and U.S. Army veteran in the
Korean War, died May 20, 2011 in
Honolulu. He was born in Waimanalo.
He is survived by his wife, Emelia; son,
Philip Jr.; daughters, Phillynn BeneditoHaas and Phyllis Benedito-Felipe;
brothers, Carlos Roy and Leocadio; sisters, Rosalina Omalsa, Lourdes
Fujimoto, Caroline Kawano, Jeanette
Arellano, Elenita Keanini, Beatrice
Abadilla and Adele Gorospe; 8 grandchildren and 2 great grandchildren.
Visitation 8:00 a.m. Saturday (6/4) at Kalanianaole Hall on Molokai; eulogy 9:45
a.m.; mass 10:00 a.m.; flowers welcome; aloha attire. by Borthwick Mortuary.
=====================================================

Kalaupapa General Plan Meetings
National Park Service will hold several meetings next week for public input
about the NPS General Management Plant proposal to be implemented over the
next 15-20 years, by NPS and its Partners [who are these Partners?] So far there
are four different visions proposed about visitors access, and land and monument
management that developed from previous public meetings.
Meetings will be held June 6 at McVeigh Social Hall in Kalaupapa in the
morning from 9-11 am, and again in evening from5-7 pm.
Meetings topside will be held June 7, morning 10-am to 12-noon, and again
evening 6-8 pm at the Mitchell Pauole Center in Kaunakakai.
Contact National Park Service for more information.

This book of fiction parallels the Obama
Regime’s NaziMarxistSocialist ideology
for World Control by those in power
who know what’s best for all of us. And
it is a suspense filled thriller that will
keep you turning pages to see which
prediction for our future, World Peace
or World Chaos, is getting closer.
John Wormser’s new book presents the futuristic story of the President of
the U.S. being offered a way to make the world a peaceful place. And being
the most powerful man in the world at the time, the President has the means to
carry out what seems to be a most Nobel Mission: Peace for the World.
In the real Obama/Bush/Clinton-world of today, some Americans have
already been injected with I.D. chips, so the plans in this book of fiction may
not be too far out as a method to make drastic changes to people’s minds that
are needed to achieve World Peace. Best part yet is that MAYBE only the
Leaders of Nations of the World need to have their minds transformed. But
how does this affect Americans? It is shocking, chapter after chapter.
Possible Future I: The extreme comfort of the new Global One Helicopter
did not deter the misery he was feeling from seeing the ground below. The
nuclear attack on Israel has been as devastating as predicted. The miles of flattened buildings, the hundreds of thousands of dead men, women, and children,
and he was partly responsible for the tragedy below. And he realized the same
destruction and death scene was repeated in Syria, Jordan, Arabia, Iran, Egypt,
Lebanon, and Kuwait by the missiles in retaliation attack from Israel.
The President of the USA the most powerful man in the world, failed.
Possible Future II: The extreme comfort of the new Global One Helicopter
only added t the thrill of seeing so much joy and happiness below. The crowds
were welcoming him everywhere he had gone in the Middle East, all over the
World was joy.
The President knew he had made the correct decision. It hadn’t been easy
to implement. The stress of knowing he was breaking the law to implement the
Peace Plan without knowledge of participants was in a way playing God or
maybe Lucifer was still tearing at him. But now that his plan had paid the ultimate dividend—peace—in every corner of the world......He basked in the glow
of redemption.
The author seems to know Americans will react to this theater in both
direction, praising the nobility and damning the Treason of the secret Peace
Plan to control the world. Indeed, the central character wonders ...can we gripe
about the huge cost of this operation when this might give us peace in the
world? I guess what we pay to keep this place a secret is a form of blackmail.

If you ever met a chicken you liked as a
personality, this book will give you
inside information how to be a friend
without ruffling the neighbors’ feathers
If you never met a chicken, but you love animals in general, you will,
while reading this book, actually consider the advantages of keeping a fewchickens as beneficial companions, even if you do live in the city. The Urban
Hen shows you how to maintain a happy, healthy garden or backyard flock
even in town and cities.
Learn how to find small garden chickens and provide housing for them;
feed your hens, recognize their daily needs and share their joy, and eggs; avoid
annoying the neighbors; how to treat or get help for a sick one; how to incubate fertilized eggs and raise fuzzy chicks; know responsibilities.
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Obama’s Attorney Quits after forged BC ?
BUT FIRST: see this video about Obama hates The Fourth Amendment
It's a simple concept:People are entitled to privacy in their homes, papers, and
private communications with their attorneys, doctors and other professionals.
Along comes one terrorist incident of highly murky origin and POOF! Fourth
Amendment gone in the name of War on Terrorists.
Do you think they teach kids this in school today? I guarantee they don't and
most people under 30 would probably be amazed to know that these rights even
exist. Searches of your home, your car, your private communications, your bank
account require a judge's order - unless haahaaha an agent of Obama (the Usurper
with the forged birth certificate) decides a warrant is not needed.
A quick lesson on the Fourth Amendment from Sheriff Andy Taylor.
Can you imagine something like this on television today - let alone in the
schools? USA society, civic duty, patriotism has fallen a long way.
Video:
http://www.brasschecktv.com/page/1122.html
=============================================

OBAMA ATTORNEY QUITS AFTER FORGED
Birth Certificate EXPOSED?
Jerome Corsi, Ph.D., who authored the "Where's the Birth Certificate?" book,
said of Obama’s attorney departing after expose of the forged Hawaii birth certificate, "I think Bauer's resignation marks the beginning of the Obama eligibility
cover-up starting to unwind."
Corsi believes Bauer "felt compelled" to resign because of growing evidence
that Obama’s eligibility issue will blow up into a full-scale investigation.
"Bauer sent Perkins and Coie attorneys to Honolulu to pick up from the
HawaiiDepartment of Health what he believed would be two certified copies of
Obama's 1961 long-form, hospital-generated birth certificate," Corsi said.
"When the White House released to the public the birth certificate in the form
of a PDF computer file obviously created on Adobe software and a Xerox copy,
Bauer realized the Hawaii DOH had participated in the fraud," Corsi charged.
Corsi said he had been tipped off early in February that a long-form birth document for Obama had been forged and that the document was to be released.
"The information came from a mole within the Hawaii DOH who had been
examining the vault logbook for months," Corsi explained. "Until just prior to
February 24, no Obama long-form hospital-generated birth record could be found
in the Hawaii DOH." Even Hawaii governor Neil Aberblabbercommie, who said
he would get it, admitted he could not find the Obama birth records at DOH.
Corsi, whose book also has ascended to the upper reaches of other best-seller
tabulations, said that when Hawaii Gov. Neil Abercrombie "could not find the
Obama birth records he had been searching for and radio journalist Mike Evans
said so in a broadcast repeated over a series of radio stations across the nation, a
decision was made within the White House to use a forgery that may have been in
the works since as early as 2008."
Corsi said he believes the scenario developed this way:
Obama and Valerie Jarrett wanted to continue the stonewalling strategy they
had used since 2008, relying on the short-form Certification of Live Birth and having Hawaii DOH claim that long-form birth certificate copies were no longer available, not even to Obama.
Obama and Jarrett had planned to use the forged birth certificate as an October
surprise, just prior to the November 2012 election, if the pressure on Obama's eligibility remained an obstacle to his reelection.
But this strategy was overruled by White House Chief of Staff Bill Daley. He
determined that a birth certificate, if it existed, had to be released now – to prevent
the issue from gaining momentum.
"I believe both Daley and Bauer believed until recently that Obama was telling
the truth and that the birth certificate was really there in the Hawaii DOH," Corsi
said. "But when they realized that the last-modified date stamp on the computer
file of the Obama birth certificate – put up on the White House website on April
27 – was that very same morning, it contradicted the idea the file was an earlier
scan of the original Obama birth certificate in the Hawaii vault log book. What
modifications to the file were being made at the White House? Was the file originally created at the White House? Why wasn't the file made and closed in Hawaii
where the scan of the original document was supposedly made? Bauer realized the
White House was lying to say a scan of the original document was being released."
Corsi said he's convinced that now top White House operatives such as Daley
and Bauer believe there is no document in the Hawaii Department of Health that
can withstand forensic analysis.
He said the legal challenges to a specific document that has been made public
could be harder to deflect than a lawsuit generally alleging an ineligibility on
Obama's part.
Corsi also said he believes top operatives in the Democratic Party "have concluded that if Obama does not kill the birther issue soon, he may have to resign."
"What forced the release of the birth certificate on April 27 was the coming
publication of the [Where's the Birth Certificate?] book," said Corsi.
"Bauer's resignation is the first step in the crumbling of inside support for
Obama in the White House."
Corsi said pursuit of the "forger" who created the Obama Certificate of Live
Birth already is well under way.
"The forgery consists of a composite of these various Hawaii 1961 legitimate
documents, onto which was added Obama-specific information, with the result that
the final version was composed in Adobe software," Corsi said.
Obama announced at that point he was waiving ethics rules to hire Bauer, his
personal and campaign lawyer – and the same attorney who has defended Obama
in lawsuits challenging his eligibility to be president.

New Obama federal law guts
tax credits for energy-efficient
home improvements
The law slashes the credits from 30% of the cost to just 10% with a $500 maximum. It also clamps dollar-specific limits on items that had previously been eligible for 30% credits. see http://articles.latimes.com/2010/dec/26 dated Dec 26,
2010 By Kenneth R. Harney
The $858-billion federal tax bill signed into law by President Obama on Dec.
17 is a bummer for American homeowners who want to improve energy efficiency of their homes.
The legislation slashed the popular tax credits for energy-efficient remodeling
from 30% of an improvement's cost ($1,500 maximum per taxpayer) to just a 10%
credit with a $500 maximum for expenditures on insulation materials, exterior
windows and storm doors, skylights, and metal and asphalt roofs that resist heat.
The bill also clamped new dollar-specific limits on key improvements that
previously had been eligible for 30% credits. These include a $150 tax credit limit
on the costs of energy-efficient natural gas, propane and oil furnaces, and hot water
boilers, plus a $300 credit limit on the costs of central air conditioning systems,
electric heat pump water heaters, biomass stoves for heating or water heating, electric heat pumps, and natural gas and propane water heaters !!
The legislation also limits tax credits for energy-efficient windows installed
during 2011 to a total of just $200 — down from the previous $1,500. On top of
this, it prohibits taxpayers who have taken total tax credits in past years exceeding
$500 from claiming any additional credits on energy-conservation projects they
undertake in the coming year.
The net effect of all this, say home building and remodeling experts, will be
to severely diminish consumers' interest in energy-efficient home improvements.
Donna Shirey, chairwoman of the Remodelers Council of the National Assn. of
Home Builders and president of a contracting firm in the Seattle area, said the gutting of energy-efficiency credits "is a big step backward. It's bad for the environment, bad for consumers and, of course, bad for jobs in our industry. We're heading the wrong way here, sending absolutely the wrong message."
===================================================

Oppose the extension of the Patriot Act!
Americans fought a revolution to ensure that our rights and our freedoms
would no longer be ripped from our hands by a governing authority.
With Congress considering an extension of the Patriot Act -- and some of your
Congressional leaders aiming to limit debate to avert attention away from this
attempt to expand the government's powers -- we are witnessing the slow erosion
of the U.S. Constitution, and our freedoms.
Last year, Congress voted to encroach on our rights by passing ObamaCare,
and this week, you and your colleagues will be voting to extend three key provisions of the Patriot Act that are set to expire.
Extending the provisions of the Patriot Act increases surveillance powers that
are infringing on our right to free speech and protections against unwarranted
searches and seizures.
We believe in protecting the property rights and freedoms of law-abiding citizens, and the Patriot Act infringes on Americans' Constitutional rights.
Your constituents are asking you to uphold the Constitution and to oppose any
extension of the Patriot Act.
I appreciate your vote to oppose the extension of this law. George Peabody

